


Love should be celebrated where love resides. And Cyprus has been the home of 

this captivating emotion for centuries. Here, ancient stories of passion have left 

their mark on numerous heritage sites and intimate landscapes that coexist with 

an idyllically modern European finesse, making it easy to understand why Cyprus 

has become one of the world’s most popular wedding destinations.  

Located on the western shores of the island, the city of Paphos has become 

world-famous for inspiring and attracting couples throughout the centuries. As 

the birthplace of the Greek goddess Aphrodite, associated with love and beauty, 

Paphos continues to shape its own real-life myths through golden pools of sun-

kissed waves, natural treasures and open skies which create an unparalleled 

romantic setting for those who want to truly celebrate the joyous start of a life 

together. 

The ultimate  
wedding destination  
at the heart  
of the Mediterranean  



Just a heartbeat away from the glistening Paphos coastline, the Elysium is devoted 

to continuing this legacy of blissful union, by making sure dream weddings 

can effortlessly become an extraordinary reality. Here, couples enjoy a flawless 

combination of the five-star Elysium experience and first-class services, so that they 

need only focus on what truly matters, each other.  

With grand interiors, beautiful stone colonnades, serene indoor and outdoor pools, 

world-class fine-dining options and an internationally acclaimed spa that reinforces its 

promise to consistently offer ‘a sanctuary for the body and soul’, the Elysium sets the 

absolute gold standard for those who want to ensure the most important day of their 

life is perfect in every way. 

Experience  
the Elysium



At the very core of the Elysium promise is a commitment to help every guest 

enjoy and savour extraordinary moments. Here, life stories are made, dreams are 

manifested and unforgettable memories are created.  

With a professional, experienced wedding coordinator that understands how to 

flawlessly and seamlessly express even the most comprehensive personal visions 

for weddings, anniversaries, symbolic ceremonies, vow renewals, anniversaries and 

honeymoons, couples can rest assured that every conceivable detail is taken care of 

meticulously, so these memories are ones that will be cherished forever.

Where your dream wedding 
becomes a 5-star reality



Our aim is to offer a truly unforgettable and entirely stress-free celebration, 

exactly as you want it through full scale services that range from personal 

consultation to venue and menu selection, detailed preparations, 

arrangements, designs, décor, entertainment and much more. Our highly 

experienced and fully professional coordinators undertake celebrations 

of every size, style, concept or theme through all-encompassing planning 

expertise that promises worry-free bliss throughout each stage, from 

beginning to end.  

With bespoke A to Z services, state-of-the-art facilities and amenities, your 

own personal wedding planner, tailored packages, dazzling venues and 

premium benefits, we curate stunning and personalized holistic experiences 

that perfectly capture the essence of who you are, and how you wish to 

honour the exciting shared tomorrow that lies lovingly ahead.

Every detail matters:  
Full scale wedding services 



Nobody knows the type of celebration you want better than you do. And 

when it comes to your wedding ceremony or reception, it all begins and ends 

with choosing the perfect venue, which sets the tone for the entire event 

and defines you and your guests’ experience in its entirety. At the Elysium, 

we make this all-important, and often daunting decision as easy as ever, with 

a full range of impeccable indoor and outdoor venues, each with distinct 

features and flexible layout possibilities which cater to any conceivable need 

and perfectly align with your own personal vision.

The perfect venue  
for your ceremony 
& reception



The Elysium offers a variety of room type options for you and your guests, at a 

special rate. Contact us to discuss your wedding package options and reserve 

luxury accommodation for all, ranging from Deluxe Bedrooms to Cyprian 

Maisonettes, Royal Studios, Royal Garden Villas with private pools and a selection 

of suites.

Luxury  
accommodation  
for all  



A world  
of treasures  
and pleasures 

Your wedding day marks the beginning of a wonderful life together with your 

loved one. This day is filled with joy and celebration with your family and friends 

and the Elysium will certainly ensure a day of luxury and elegance whilst giving 

you and your guests memories to treasure. 



Basilica Ballroom

The Basilica Ballroom embraces

its visitors with regal Byzantine

décor and elegantly classic

design with an attached terrace,

interiors that resemble an arcade

basilica and elaborate tapestry

woven into the lush carpeting.

The spacious pillar-free hall

includes a separate entrance and

can be divided into three smaller

breakout rooms, ideally suited for

weddings and smaller receptions

for 15 to 384 maximum capacity.

Transform your event and add 

atmosphere to any function with our 

creative sound and lighting options. 

A full range of options and costs 

can be presented upon request.

Basilica Foyer

With a 50-person capacity and

a stunning adjoining terrace,

this beautiful indoor venue is

the grand entrance hall to the

Basilica, and its unique features

make it perfect for a small and

intimate wedding ceremony or

reception.

It can also be used as a charming

pre-dinner drinks area, before

your guests move into the

Ballroom.



Mediterraneo Restaurant

Seating up to 120 guests,

the highly praised open-air

Mediterraneo restaurant is

ideal for a gorgeous wedding

reception just a few steps away

from the sea.

With an impressive open kitchen

and cozy wooden furniture,

the restaurant’s unique décor

and layout creates a nostalgic

ambience that merges refined

traditional aesthetic with chic

sophistication.

Messina Hall 

The beauty of this room is the 

sense of intimacy. It delivers an 

interior design featuring classical 

wall arches inset with antique gold 

mirrors. The paneled effect roof 

and marble flooring create a warm 

environment that will immediately 

greet your guests with a hearty 

welcome. For your special day the 

Messina Hall offers guests a quality 

space that fits those whose desire is 

for a smaller, but still very attractive 

venue up to 50 guests. 
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Life Giving Source Chapel

The quaint Byzantine-style

chapel near the scenic garden

adjacent to the Basilica Ballroom 

is ideal for those wishing to

add a more traditional element

to their wedding, with features

suiting both Catholic and

Anglican ceremonies.

Up to 30 people can be

seated inside the chapel, while

additional seating can be placed

outside, with outdoor screen and

PA systems installed so all guests

can observe the ceremony.



Celebrate your Love 
at the Elysium

Celebrate your union on the island that is the birthplace of true love; where the 

goddess of love and beauty, Aphrodite herself, rose from the waves in all her 

glory. The Elysium is proud to help make your dream wedding a reality, with our 

flawless combination of five-star experiences and first-class services. Choose 

from our wide variety of stunning ceremony and reception venues, featuring 

grand interiors, beautiful stone colonnades, and world-class fine dining, and 

place your wedding planning in our capable hands. We guarantee that the most 

important day of your life will be perfect in every way.



The Sea Front Venue

Make the most of your island

destination wedding at the

exclusive Elysium Sea Front

venue and treat your guests

to the very best of Cypriot

hospitality while indulging in  

a one-of-a-kind experience that

harmoniously combines rustic

charm with world-class luxury.

Enjoy an exquisite wedding dinner 

for up to 40 guests, superb service 

and stunning sunset views

and end the evening by

dancing under the stars as the

shimmering Mediterranean sets

the perfect scene to celebrate

your nuptials in style.

Orpheus Amphitheatre

Imagine exchanging rings and

vows surrounded by mature olive

trees and a panoramic view of

the Mediterranean. 

Designed with a Grecian aesthetic 

and located in a secluded outdoor 

area of the Hotel, the Orpheus 

Amphitheatre is perfect for an 

elegant civil ceremony or pre-dinner 

cocktail reception, with a seating 

capacity of up to 90 guests.



Sunset Pier

Some things are timeless for a

reason. Such as saying “I do”

while looking out into the sunset

and listening to the waves

lapping below.

The Elysium Sunset Pier offers

you the opportunity to add a

touch of true classic romance to

your civil ceremony and cocktail

reception, should you choose to

make your wedding an intimate

affair hosted on a traditional

wooden deck, surrounded by up

to 20 of your closest friends.

The Library Terrace

With elevated views over the sea

and grand palm trees towering

above you and your guests, the

Library Terrace is ideal for a

large cocktail reception of up to

350 people. 

Allow background music to set 

the tone while making champagne 

toasts as the sun sets, and let us 

arrange an impressive fireworks 

display once night falls, to  

transform the evening into a truly 

commemorative extravaganza.



Exclusive  
Elysium wedding & 
honeymoon offer

To make your special day even more special, the Elysium also delivers a series 

of additional exclusive benefits for the couple, which can be offered individually 

or as a complementary package, provided that the wedding dinner and cocktail 

reception take place at the Hotel. 
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• Fruits, flowers and a bottle of 

house sparkling wine, for the bride 

and groom upon arrival.

• Upgrade of the Bride and Groom’s 

room (applies only to Deluxe 

Bedrooms with Inland or Side Sea 

view and for bookings made directly 

with the hotel).

• Decoration of the Bride and 

Groom’s bedroom on the wedding 

night with details including petals in 

the bathroom and aromatic essential 

oils in the room.

• €30.00 gift voucher for the bride 

and groom which can be redeemed 

at the Opium Health Spa.

• Commemorative gift.

• In-room breakfast with sparkling 

wine the morning after the wedding.

• A candlelit dinner for two 

including a bottle of house wine 

to be enjoyed at any time during 

the couple’s stay, excluding the 

wedding night (applicable only to 

weddings with a minimum of 10 

adult guests attending the wedding 

ceremony and dinner).

• Early check in and late check out 

upon availability.



Legal requirements  
& documentation

The following ORIGINAL documents must be brought with you to Cyprus, 

preferably on your person. The documents need to be either written in or 

translated into Greek or English:

1. VALID PASSPORTS with at least 3 months validity left after the date of travel.

2. BIRTH CERTIFICATES long, original certified documents.

3. STATUTORY DECLARATION (also known as Sworn Affidavit or Certificate of 

No Impediment) signed by a solicitor or notary public confirming your marital 

status, i.e. divorced, widowed or single, and that you are free to marry. This 

document must be dated, signed and stamped by the issuing solicitor or notary 

public. A business card should also accompany this document. Such documents 

are only valid for 3 months maximum prior to the date of the wedding. Ideally, 

the document should be obtained between 8 and 12 weeks prior to the wedding 

date. The couple must ensure their validity at the time of application and on the 

actual wedding date.

4. COPIES OF TWO WITNESS PASSPORTS (copy of photo page). Witnesses can 

be provided by the hotel if required.

5. DECREE ABSOLUTE (in case of divorce)

6. DEATH CERTIFICATE (in case of widow or widower)

7. ADOPTION CERTIFICATE (in case of adoption)

8. DEED POLL CERTIFICATE (in case of a change of name) - must be stamped by 

a solicitor
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All UK citizens are required to have an apostille stamp on their documents i.e. 

affidavits / statutory declarations, divorce certificate, death certificates, deed 

pols etc. Furthermore, the UK requires an apostille stamp for documents issued 

in Cyprus (including marriage certificates). These requirements apply to British 

passport holders only. All other nationalities must refer to their respective 

government agencies for accurate information regarding the necessary 

paperwork.

It is vital that the wedding couples read and understand the Legal Requirements 

and Documentation section. It is the responsibility of the wedding couple to 

arrive in Cyprus with the correct original documentation. 

THE WEDDING CEREMONY CANNOT PROCEED WITHOUT THE CORRECT 

DOCUMENTATION.

Note: For symbolic ceremonies, blessings, religious ceremonies or renewal of 

vows these requirements may vary so please contact your wedding coordinator for 

further details.



Wedding  
tailored services 

Floral Arangements 

Flowers offer that all important 

personal touch at a wedding 

ceremony, which is why we take 

the time to understand your true 

wishes and needs, before designing 

floral arrangements that perfectly 

complement every aspect of your 

day. Providing floral décor that 

accompanies any form of commitment 

ceremony between two people is no 

small feat. Our dedicated florist works 

with only the best suppliers to create 

anything from a custom bouquet to an 

entire wedding theme, and is happy to 

work hand in hand with you, in order 

to design arrangements that are as 

unique as you are. 

Entertainment

While each couple has a distinct 

taste in music, everyone demands 

perfection when it comes to 

entertainment quality on their 

wedding day. Whether you choose a 

harpist to accompany your ceremony, 

a string quartet to perform at your 

cocktail reception, an energetic DJ to 

raise the roof during the evening or all 

those and more, the Elysium team will 

make sure everything runs smoothly 

and sounds amazing on your big day.

The Elysium Wedding Planning team prides itself on going the extra mile

to ensure every detail is perfectly in place, while offering additional tailored

provisions such as beauty treatments, photographers, flower arrangements,

entertainment and much more, all adapted to your exact requirements, and

always delivered to perfection.
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Wedding Photography

Relive every all-important and 

precious minute of your wedding 

day, any time you like, by revisiting a 

wedding album curated by the best 

in the business. We offer various 

photography and videography 

packages that elegantly and 

professionally capture each and 

every emotion and moment from 

the ceremony all the way to the after 

party. 

Beauty Treatments 

No wedding day is complete without 

the absolute luxury of lavishly 

pampering yourself at the spa. Further 

to tending to all details that will help 

you feel radiant and confident on the 

most important day of your life, our 

exclusive wedding packages include 

bridal hair and make-up, personalised 

facials and unique pre-wedding 

pampering experiences for  the whole 

wedding party. Book one of Opium 

Spa’s Hen packages and enjoy fun 

and exciting group sessions as well as 

relaxing candlelit treatments, before 

the big day. 

Contact the Opium Spa directly for 

more details and bookings:  

spa@elysium.com.cy



Wedding dinners  
for every taste

The Elysium chefs offer an inspired selection of seasonal menus, designed to 

satisfy even the most discerning palettes. Our wide range of menus includes set 

courses, buffet options as well as assorted canapés which can be adapted for 

weddings of any size. You can even enjoy a perfectly tailored menu featuring 

authentic signature dishes from Cyprus and around the world, so you can take 

your guests on a first-class local or international flavour journey, depending 

on your distinct vision for your wedding as well as your guests’ personal 

preferences. 
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Bespoke Wedding Cakes

Your cake can, and should, be the 

crowning jewel of your wedding. 

At Elysium, we believe you deserve 

nothing less than a masterpiece 

that perfectly depicts the profound 

significance of you and your 

partner's union, with every slice.  

Our Head Pastry Chef is always 

at your disposal to discuss how 

you can work together in order 

to ensure your dream cake is as 

perfectly bespoke, as it is beautiful 

and delicious. 

Cocktail Reception 

The Elysium bartenders have 

carefully crafted various beverage 

packages to complement any type 

of cocktail welcome or wedding 

dinner, with options ranging from 

grand champagne receptions to 

stylish gin and tonic stations. You 

can even work with our dedicated 

team of mixologists to personalize 

your cocktail bars and offer your 

own choice of drinks, refreshments 

and customized beverage menus.



stademoshotels.com


